Two-element Zeeman slower for rubidium and lithium
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We demonstrate a two-element oven and Zeeman slower that produce simultaneous and overlapped slow beams of rubidium and lithium. The slower uses a three-stage design with a long, low-acceleration middle stage for decelerating rubidium situated between two short, high-acceleration stages for aggressive deceleration of lithium. This design is appropriate for producing high fluxes of atoms with a large mass ratio in a simple, robust setup.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, experiments that produce quantum gases comprised of multiple atomic elements have enabled a wide range of new investigations. In some cases, the gaseous mixture is used as a technical means to perform improved studies of a single-element gas, for example allowing for sympathetic evaporative cooling of an atomic element with unfavorable collisional properties [1–4] or by allowing one element to act as a collocated detector for a second quantum gas (a thermometer in Refs. [5–7] and calorimeter in Ref. [8]). In other cases, the gaseous mixture itself is the subject of inquiry. Novel types of degenerate Bose-Bose [8,9], Bose-Fermi [4,10–14], and Fermi-Fermi [15] mixtures have been produced and used to investigate coherence, superfluidity, and disorder. Mixtures of elements with a large mass ratio are of particular interest for studying novel superfluid properties such as spin impurities [16], breached-pair superfluids [17,18], and crystalline superfluid phases [19]. Quantum gas mixtures also serve as a precursor for the formation of ultracold heteronuclear molecules [14,20–24]. Molecules of atoms with large mass ratios, such as rubidium and lithium, are predicted to have large dipole moments [25] and may be useful for studies of dipolar quantum gases, precision measurements, and quantum computing.

These scientific opportunities motivate the development of techniques to produce a wide range of gas mixtures rapidly, robustly, and efficiently. Here, we focus on the first stage in producing such mixtures by laser cooling, namely the generation of slow atomic beams suitable for loading into magneto-optical traps (MOTs). Zeeman slowers [26] have many advantages over competitive sources of single-element slow beams because they are compatible with a wide range of elements, including nonvolatile elements such as lithium that require specialized high-temperature ovens [27]; they are simple to operate and robust against drifts in laser alignment, polarization, power, and magnetic fields; they require only modest laser powers; and they produce high-brightness and high-flux beams. The chief liability of a Zeeman slower is its initial design and construction and the possible geometric constraints of integrating it with the remainder of a cold-atom experiment. We mitigate these liabilities by building a single apparatus that produces simultaneous high-brightness beams of two atomic elements with a large mass ratio. This paper demonstrates our success at producing continuous and overlapped slow beams of rubidium ($^{87}$Rb) and lithium ($^{7}$Li) using a specially designed Zeeman slower and two-element oven.

II. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

We summarize the operating principle and some design considerations of an increasing-field Zeeman slower to highlight the requirements for slowing multiple elements and to describe our strategy to satisfy these requirements [26,28,29]. Atoms in a Zeeman slower are decelerated and Doppler cooled by radiation pressure as they scatter photons out of a laser beam propagating counter to the atomic beam. To maintain this deceleration and cooling with a constant laser frequency, the atomic beam is conducted through a spatially varying magnetic field that shifts the atomic resonance frequency by the Zeeman effect. Atoms starting with longitudinal velocities below the requirements for slowing multiple elements and to describe our strategy to satisfy these requirements must achieve high brightness of both elements.

\[ a_{ad} = \mu \frac{dB}{dx} \frac{v}{\hbar} \] (1)

is kept smaller than the spontaneous emission-limited acceleration, \( a_{max} = v_x \Gamma /2 \), a condition that depends on the following atomic properties: the magnetic moment \( \mu \), the mass \( m \), the recoil velocity \( v_r = \hbar k / m \), the laser wavenumber \( k = 2\pi / \lambda \), and the spontaneous emission rate \( \Gamma \), where \( \Delta \) is the laser detuning from the zero-field atomic resonance and \( B(x) \) is the magnetic field at position \( x \) (Table I).\footnote{Here we assume for simplicity that the Zeeman shift is linear, as is typical for the stretched state to which atoms are pumped by the slower laser.}

The adiabaticity requirement can be summarized with a dimensionless acceleration \( \eta = a_{ad} / a_{max} < 1 \). Of these atomic properties, only the mass is substantially different between rubidium and lithium. The mass ratio implies that, for a given magnetic field and velocity, the lighter lithium can follow a much higher acceleration than rubidium with \( \eta_{Rb}/\eta_{Li} = 17 \). Such a large ratio must be considered in the slower design to achieve high brightness of both elements.
The atomic mass also has a strong effect on beam brightness. As atoms decelerate by scattering photons, the atomic velocity exhibits a random walk in the transverse velocity plane, with rms transverse velocity accumulation \(v^2_r \approx \sqrt{v_0^2 v_f^2 / 3}\), where \(v_f\) is the longitudinal velocity of the atom upon entering the slower. This transverse heating leads to “blooming” or diverging of the atom beam upon exiting the slower into the angle \(\theta \approx v'_f / v'_L\), where \(v'_L\) is the final longitudinal velocity. Transverse heating is more severe for lithium than for rubidium because of its lighter mass (higher \(v'_L\)) and larger initial velocity [29]. The resultant blooming diminishes beam brightness, especially when the acceleration is far less than the maximum \(a_{max, Li}\).

The Zeeman slower is designed and optimized to slow both rubidium and lithium simultaneously via an increasing-field three-stage design (Fig. 1). The key concept of the design stems from the realization that the detrimental effects of transverse heating on the lighter lithium beam are most severe when the lithium beam is slow, requiring that the final stage of slowing the lithium beam be performed close to the maximum deceleration, at high magnetic field gradient, and in close proximity to the MOT. In contrast, a faster lithium beam can be slowed without a great decrease in beam brightness at a lower deceleration and magnetic field gradient appropriate for the heavier element, rubidium. In other words, the strategy is to reduce the time of flight of lithium in a slower long enough to decelerate a significant fraction of the rubidium thermal distribution. Thus, we construct a Zeeman slower where a stage with moderate magnetic field gradient (stage II), used to slow the rubidium beam to a low final velocity, is followed by a final high-gradient stage (stage III) used for aggressive slowing of the lithium beam. At the transition between these stages, the rubidium beam is made to disengage from the slower by setting the field gradient and laser characteristics so that \(\eta_{RB} > 1 > \eta_{Li}\). We note that such disengagement is common to decreasing-field Zeeman slowers [30,31]. An additional stage (stage I) is prepended to take advantage of the large, \(\sim 300\)-G bias field required to separate the rubidium hyperfine levels [32] and to cool lithium entering stage II.

We calculated the target magnetic field profile for our three-stage slower based on the desired length of each stage and a constant deceleration within the adiabaticity limit for the appropriate atom. The design parameters are listed in Table II. The optimized winding was determined numerically by gradient descent on a cost function taking into account the deviation from the target field, the adiabaticity requirement, the rubidium diabaticity requirement in stage III, and the peak field value. To produce the precise field demanded by such aggressive design parameters, the optimization allowed for 16 layers for stage II and 6 layers for stages I and III. The optimization method varied the current through each stage independently with fixed physical boundaries between each stage.

The construction of the desired winding pattern was done on a lathe tooled to guide wire at precise pitches, similar to that in Ref. [33]. Insulated 1/8-in. square hollow wire was used to provide high currents and water cooling for stages I and III and for the first two layers of stage II. The remaining 14 layers of wire in stage II were wound from six independent lengths of Kapton-insulated solid 1/16-in. square wire. Stages II and III were placed over a 3/4-in. stainless-steel vacuum tube.

The measured magnetic field of stage II matches well with the calculated field for a perfectly wound coil. The measured rms deviation of the magnetic field is only 0.3%, and the measured rms deviation of the gradient is 15%, both dominated by measurement noise.

### III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The two-element beam source is an effusive oven with separate reservoirs for rubidium and lithium, inspired by Ref. [34]. A single-reservoir design is impractical for the rubidium-lithium mixture owing to the vastly different vapor pressures of the two metals. At the typical lithium reservoir operating temperature, the equilibrium vapor pressure of rubidium is five orders of magnitude greater than that of lithium. Instead, we used two reservoirs with independent temperature controls connected by a thin intermediate nozzle. The higher-temperature lithium reservoir also serves as the

**TABLE I.** Atomic properties and typical experimental parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Li</th>
<th>Rb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(D_2) wavelength (nm)</td>
<td>(\lambda)</td>
<td>671</td>
<td>780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D_2) linewidth (MHz)</td>
<td>(\Gamma/2\pi)</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atomic mass (amu)</td>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recoil velocity (mm/s)</td>
<td>(v_r)</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum acceleration ((10^6 \text{ m/s}^2))</td>
<td>(a_{max})</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slower laser detuning (GHz)</td>
<td>(\Delta)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slower laser power (mW)</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 1.** (Color) (a) Magnetic field profile of the slower (black) generated by stages I (green), II (red), and III (blue). Simulated trajectories of the (b) longitudinal velocity, (c) beamwidth, and (d) dimensionless acceleration \(\eta = a_{at}/a_{max}\) of rubidium (red) and lithium (blue) atoms near the capture velocity of the Zeeman slower. The box in profile (b) emphasizes the key concept of our slower: the aggressive deceleration of lithium while rubidium disengages from the slower. Calculations assume zero initial beam width and transverse velocity.
mixing chamber. The rubidium reservoir, lithium reservoir, and intermediate nozzle were kept at 200°C, 400°C, and 450°C, respectively. Rubidium metal was introduced into its reservoir in a sealed glass ampoule that was broken after baking out the sealed vacuum chamber. Lithium metal was cleaned and then added directly to its reservoir. The oven was sealed with annealed nickel gaskets because they resist corrosion by the hot lithium vapor.

We tested the operation of our two-element Zeeman slower in an experimental setup comprised of a two-element beam source, the slower, and a UHV region for magneto-optical trapping (Fig. 2). The beam source is itself a rather specialized apparatus and so we provide more details on its design and performance. We then give a brief description of our vacuum chamber.

The two-element mixing chamber is followed by an oven nozzle comprised of a multichannel array of stainless-steel tubes [35,36]. A multichannel array is ideal for generating a large flux of a highly collimated beam because it has a large aspect ratio while maintaining a short length. The short length allows the oven to operate at a high pressure before collisions deteriorate the collimation. Our array is formed by aligning and then sintering ~380 stainless-steel tubes each with inner diameter 160 \( \mu \)m, outer diameter 310 \( \mu \)m, and length 7 mm. A single tube with the same total open area, aspect ratio, and Knudsen number would operate at 17 mm. A single tube with the same total open area, aspect ratio, and Knudsen number would operate at 17 mm.

The nozzle directs collimated beams of rubidium and lithium through the oven chamber (Fig. 2). A shutter can rotate to block the beams. A gate valve seals off the oven chamber for servicing and replenishing the reservoirs. Glass viewports before and after a differential pumping stage provide optical access, allowing for transverse optical pumping of the atomic beams. After leaving the oven chamber, the beams are slowed longitudinally in the Zeeman slower and captured in a magneto-optical trapping UHV chamber (MOT chamber). Atoms not captured stick to a cold in-vacuum gold mirror that reflects the Zeeman slower laser onto the atomic beam axis. The mirror allows the laser light to enter the vacuum chamber through a glass viewport that is not directly exposed to the atomic beam, preventing its occlusion and corrosion.

The vacuum system maintains a pressure differential between the oven chamber at 10\(^{-5}\) mbar and the MOT chamber at 10\(^{-11}\) mbar. The pressure in both chambers is dominated by hydrogen. The oven chamber is pumped by a \(-20°C\) cold plate, which efficiently pumps rubidium and lithium, and an ion pump protected from the alkali vapor by a water-cooled chevron baffle. Differential pumping between the oven and MOT chamber is maintained through a thin tube with a hydrogen conductance of 1.3 l/s and an intermediate ion pump. The Zeeman slower itself has a hydrogen conductance of 3 l/s and provides further differential pumping. The MOT chamber is pumped by an ion pump, a titanium sublimation pump, and a nonevaporable getter. The in-vacuum mirror in the MOT chamber is cooled to \(-20°C\) and pumps rubidium and lithium.

### IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We characterize the Zeeman slower by measuring the flux of rubidium and lithium with two methods. First, we measure the velocity distribution by illuminating the atomic beams in the MOT chamber with probe light at 45° and collecting fluorescence with a photomultiplier tube, with sensitivity enhanced by lock-in detection. Second, we measure the MOT loading rate by collecting fluoresced trapping light.

We first test the key concept of our slower design: the disengagement of the rubidium beam from the Zeeman slower due to a violation of the adiabaticity requirement \( \eta < 1 \). The magnetic field generated by stage II and laser detuning sets the rubidium beam velocity to 110 m/s at the end of stage II. We gradually increase the magnitude of the peak magnetic field

---

**TABLE II.** Design parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>( \eta )</th>
<th>Layers</th>
<th>Inside diameter (cm)</th>
<th>Wire size (in.)</th>
<th>Turns (per in.)</th>
<th>Current (A)</th>
<th>Resistance (mΩ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Li</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>3.5, 7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Rb</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>2, 14</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1/8, 1/16</td>
<td>3.5, 7, 14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Li</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>3.5, 7</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

![FIG. 2. (Color) Experimental setup. See text for description.](043424-3)
by $\Delta B_{III}$ added by the windings of stage III and monitor the Doppler distribution of the rubidium beam that emerges at the end of the slower into the MOT region (Fig. 3). For small $\Delta B_{III}$, the rubidium beam follows the Zeeman slower field adiabatically, as $\eta$ remains below unity, leading to a gradual reduction in the beam’s final velocity. For intermediate $\Delta B_{III}$, with $0.9 < \eta < 1.0$, the beam bifurcates into two resolved velocity classes, with one portion adiabatically following the slower field to ever lower velocities while the other portion remains at the velocity at which it enters stage III, having now diabatically disengaged from the slowing process. For large $\Delta B_{III}$, with $\eta > 1$, the diabatic transition is complete as the entire beam remains at its original velocity. This beam is therefore unaffected by the high-gradient magnetic field of stage III, which can now be employed to slow the lithium beam selectively.

While the diabatic transition of the rubidium beam is successful at high final velocities, this transition is accompanied by a significant depletion at low final velocities. This depletion is illustrated in Fig. 4, where we present the Doppler distributions of the rubidium beam observed with constant $\Delta B_{III}$ but variable velocities at the end of stage II, set by the final magnetic field $B_{II}$. With $\Delta B_{III} = 0$, the slower is operated as a conventional single-element Zeeman slower (Fig. 4, left). The final beam velocity can be smoothly tuned by varying $B_{II}$. We have used such a beam to load a rubidium-only MOT (Fig. 5), finding a MOT capture velocity of about 50 m/s and confirming a numerical model that predicts both the final velocity of the slowed beam and the capture velocity of the MOT.

In contrast, using a value for $\Delta B_{III}$ compatible with slowing lithium in stage III, a large fraction of the rubidium beam flux is lost at low initial velocities (Fig. 4, center). We hypothesize that we are limited by the magnetic field curvature $B''$ provided by the stage III coils. A rubidium atom spends a time

$$\tau \simeq \frac{m\Gamma(\eta_2 - \eta_1)\nu_2^2}{2\mu B''(\nu_\tau)} \tag{2}$$

FIG. 4. (Color) A comparison of three operating modes of the slower: a rubidium-only mode (left), a two-element mode (center), and a two-element mode with an alternative coil configuration (right). Top: Magnetic field profiles generated by stage II (red), stage III (blue), an additional downstream coil (green), and the total field (black). Position is measured from the MOT. Circles indicate the point at which rubidium ceases to slow at a field of $B_{II}$ at the end of stage II. Bottom: Corresponding rubidium velocity distributions (vertical axis) for different initial velocities set by $B_{II}$. Solid gray lines are theory and dashed white lines are the estimated MOT capture velocities.

FIG. 5. (Color) Final velocity (filled circles, left axis) and MOT loading rates (open circles, right axis) of rubidium (top, red) and lithium (bottom, blue). The black solid lines are calculations of the final velocity with no adjustable parameters. The dashed horizontal lines are estimates of the MOT capture velocities.
in the continuous transition from the adiabatic regime, $\eta_1 < 1$, to the diabatic regime, $\eta_2 > 1$. During this time, the atom experiences “laser heating” because it is blue-detuned and near-resonant to the laser. A successful disengagement requires that this time be short. A fixed value of $B''$ therefore sets a lower limit on the velocity $v_{II}$ at which the rubidium beam may disengage from the slower and emerge at the MOT region.

To test this idea, we implemented the alternative slower configuration shown on the right of Fig. 4. Replacing the stage III coil with a downstream coil, the magnetic field diminishes at the end of stage II, allowing the slowed rubidium beam to continue to a point where the laser light is brought again rapidly across the atomic resonance at a high field gradient, with $\eta > 1$. We observe a slow rubidium beam well below the MOT capture velocity. We note that this field configuration has also been used to avoid heating and increase the flux of low-velocity atoms in decreasing-field slowers [30,31]. However, this particular field configuration is not compatible with slowing lithium and was not used in our setup.

Substantial slowing of lithium in stage III enhances the lithium MOT loading rate (Fig. 6). We measure the MOT loading rates of lithium and rubidium as a function of $\Delta B_{III}$, which sets the velocity decrease of the final stage. The maximum MOT loading rate of lithium occurs for a substantial $\Delta B_{III} \approx 150 \text{ m/s}$, which corresponds to $\eta_{Li} \approx 0.6$. We note that the adiabatic rubidium beam also shows enhanced loading for small $\Delta B_{III}$.

With slow beams of both rubidium and lithium we can load a two-element MOT. For single-element operation we measure a maximum MOT loading rate of $3 \times 10^8 \text{s}^{-1}$ rubidium atoms or $4 \times 10^7 \text{s}^{-1}$ lithium atoms, which yields a MOT saturated at $3 \times 10^9$ rubidium atoms or $8 \times 10^8$ lithium atoms. At the peak lithium flux, with a diabatic disengagement of rubidium, we load 15–30% of the peak rubidium flux. The two MOTs exhibit enhanced interspecies loss because of inelastic rubidium-lithium collisions. The losses can be reduced by loading rubidium for a short time and offsetting MOT centers with imbalanced cooling lasers. In the future we may utilize a dark spontaneous-force optical trap (SPOT) MOT [37] to reduce losses by decreasing the density of excited rubidium atoms.

V. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated a two-element oven and Zeeman slower that produce simultaneous and overlapped slow beams of rubidium and lithium. The key concept is a high-gradient final stage (stage III) that aggressively decelerates lithium after a low-gradient stage (stage II) appropriate for decelerating rubidium. The transition between the stages should be adiabatic for lithium but diabatic for rubidium so that rubidium is unaffected by the high-gradient stage. Our implementation produces a depleted low-velocity rubidium beam because of limited magnetic field curvature during the transition. However, we have shown that a modified design successfully achieves the selective diabatic transition of rubidium at velocities that can be captured in a MOT.
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